
Thermal Management System

For Business-Critical Continuity

Cool the Cloud
Liebert PCW®



Emerson Network Power, a business of  Emerson,  a global company that leads by

applying a unique combination of industry expertise, technology, and resources to

make the future of our customers' enterprises and networks possible.

Emerson Network Power s  broad technology base and global expertise  support a'

full spectrum of enterprise wide solution  for today's business needs . We  have

been providing tailored solutions for protecting the operation of critical electronic

systems in virtually every business segments right from customer premise

equipment to global network .

Supported by our right combination of knowledge, experience, product selection and service capability.
We are The true  solution  provider of  our customer s IT infrastructures  right from grid to chip level.’

When the stakes are high, partner with Emerson Network Power to optimize your technology with high-nines reliability“ ”

solutions specific to your infrastructure.

Emerson.
Consider It Solved.

Customers call on Emerson when
the stakes are the highest.
Why?
Because they know that we bring
them technology and engineering
to create solutions for their success.
Whatever their challenge,
they know  that with Emerson by
their side, they can
“ ”Consider It Solved.

.

We are Emerson
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Liebert PCW: Precision Cooling®

Technology Serving the Cloud
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The evolution of virtualization technologies
has enabled data center managers to maximize
resource allocation and agility by consolidating
multiple applications onto a single server. The
maturity of virtualization technology has
facilitated the development of robust, virtualized
network architectures - clouds - where“ ”

resources are leveraged to provide on-demand,
at scale access to a variety of abstract IT
resources.

Maintaining optimum availability is
essential. Increased rack densities coupled with
high computing loads may result in hot spots“ ”

which have the potential to impact the
availability of virtualized servers, if not managed
correctly. For this reason enterprises must ensure
that critical systems are backed up with
adequate cooling support optimized for
virtualized, high-density environments.

From a business perspective, the ability to
scale infrastructure resources to support rapid
growth whilst ensuring business efficiency, is
critical. Because the cloud s virtualization’

technology facilitates a dynamic computing
environment within a static foundation (the“ ”

server), rapid changes in computing load
translate to substantial increases in power
consumption and the need for adequate heat
dissipation. If not managed adequately, this can
place the additional stress on the data center s’
infrastructure, resulting in an increased risk of
system failures. Recognizing vulnerabilities of
existing facilities before embarking on a cloud
deployment gives the opportunity to potential
cloud computing adopters to strengthen critical
systems.

Why You Should Choose Liebert PCW®

Over Competitive Precision Systems

Liebert PCW for data centers using chilled water as®

cooling fluid typically range from 50kW up to 260kW.
It offers the impressive energy saving performance,
higher system availability and lower total costs of
ownership when it forms part of an integrated data
center solution. The Liebert PCW unique,®

cutting-edge technology delivers the cooling capacity
required by the servers to ensure business continuity.
Today s IT infrastructures, facing dynamic loads, have’

to rely on trust worthy cooling solutions, performing
at their best whatever the circumstances.
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Standard Unit
With AC Fan

Standard Unit
With EC Fan

PCW  Extended
Height

Return Temperature                                      24 C/ 50%RH

Net Sensible Capacity                                  115kW

Energy Cost                                                       0.1 $/ kWh

Water                                                                  7 C - 12 C

Liebert PCW: Cloud-Ready®

Precision Cooling for
Maximum Energy Saving

EC fans located on the raised floor

Larger coil and filters to further
reduce pressure drop

New coil design with enhanced
efficiency

Unique integrated aerodynamic
design to reduce fan power
consumption

Key Features
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Cooling and Power Energy Meters
Measurement is key to control. The accurate metering provided by Liebert PCW gives®

users the advantage of controlling the cooling capacity, the power input and all the
parameters that simplify the management of the data center, thus ensuring continued
infrastructure cooling even in the unlikely event of a unit failure.

Infrared Humidifier - The Efficient Humidification Technology
This efficient humidification technology requires less maintenance, operates effectively
using almost any water quality and provides fast response of humidification. The electrode
boiler humidifier is an option made available.

Unit Aeraulic Design Efficiency
Liebert PCW, the ultimate novelty in precision cooling design, presents a unique inner®

aerodynamic architecture - from the coil angle to the electrical panel - achieving an
outstanding competitive advantage and state-of-the-art efficiency.

Liebert EC Fan®

The new generation of fans are the core of the Liebert PCW, dramatically reducing the noise®

and increasing the efficiency of the unit.

High Efficiency
As a result of the optimized aerodynamic design (minimum internal pressure drops) and
the in-floor EC fan configuration, Liebert PCW can perfectly give the right cooling to the®

server heat load with minimum power consumption.

ee

Liebert PCW: Optimized Components®

Offer Efficient and Effective Solution
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Operating Operating

Operating

Standby Standby

Standby

U2U Configuration

Rotation mode and auto standby mode.

Intelligent Control
Liebert PACC®

is a control software in continuousLiebert PACC®

evolution. The PACC device features a special control
algorithm to  maintain the top reliability in all
conditions and also enables communication between
multiple Liebert PCW units for synchronized®

operation towards higher efficiency. With this
advanced control technology integration, you can
take a variety of advantages.

Precise control of temperature and humidity

Unit-to-Unit Communication allows lead/lag and
optional teamwork settings for control of up to
32 units in a group for better performance

Automatic action upon specified alerts and
thresholds

Wellness calculation and reporting facilitate
optimization, fault measurements and service
support.

Intelligent Monitoring and
Communication

Unit 1 Unit 3Unit 2

Unit 6 Unit 4Unit 5

Humidifier ON Humidifier ON

Humidifier ON

UNBALANCED NO LOAD

Control Disables
Dehumidification

Teamwork

Operation mode of avoiding competition. Units work
together to offer optimized cooling
performance in an unbalanced load condition.

Return air temperature is a traditional method
that adjusts the unit capacity based on the
return air temperature to the unit

Supply air temperature is a method that adjusts
the unit capacity based on the outlet air
temperature to the heat sources

Static pressure control uses a single pressure
sensor to modulate the fan speed

Smart Control Methods
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Smart Aisle applications (Cold Aisle Containment)TM

meeting the actual cooling and airflow demands of
servers without wasting a single Watt on
unnecessary cooling



Fast
Electrical
Connection
Kit

Easy
Handling
And Easy
Aligment

Adjustable
Legs

On-Demand
Water
Connection

Liebert PCW: Designed For Ease of®

Installation at Site
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Liebert PCW:®

Designed
for Ease of
Installation
at Site

Adjustable Legs
The legs of the Liebert PCW can be easily®

adjusted to suit the installation positioning
requirements, enabling modification in
relation to the height of the on-site raised
floor level. Any future maintenance task will
be timely and simple.

Floor Tile Support & Maintenance
Kit
Liebert PCW has specific kits to sustain®

floor tiles in proximity to the unit.
Furthermore, to simplify access to the fans
during installation and replacement, the
Liebert PCW maintenance kit facilitates®

servicing, reducing repair time and possible
downtime. The kit has also been specifically
designed and tested to provide support for
the fans during replacement.

User Friendly Electrical
Connections Kit
Liebert PCW Extended solution offers®

powercables with fast coupling to allow easy
connection between the fan and coil
modules, reducing installtion time.

Water Connections on Demand
Liebert PCW presents three options for®

water connection: from the bottom, from
the top and from the left of the unit, for
flexible on-site configuration.
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Liebert PCW®

Configurations

Liebert PCW Extended Down with fan modules installed®

in the raised floor, delivers optimum energy efficiency
(70% saving compared to standard market solution with
EC Fan). The system is shipped in two parts, fan modules
and coil module. This enables a shorter lead time on the
fans module and optimizes installation time. Adjustable
legs are provided in order to tailor the installation to
different raised floor heights.

Extended Downflow Unit (50kW - 260kW)

Upflow units are the ideal solution for applications with
air distribution from the top of the unit, even with no
ducting system. The presence of a Liebert EC Fan means®

that Liebert PCW can deliver the highest External Static®

Pressure (ESP) whilst limiting power input.

Extended Upflow Unit (50kW - 140kW)

8



Enhance Reliability With Service And Support Options

SUPPORT

Emergency
Response

Equipment
Level

System Wide
Perspective

Extend the Life
of Your System

Decrease Capital
Investment

Optimize
System

Repair Normal
Operational Stress

Increase
Equipment
Reliability

Repair Once
Fault Has
Occurred

ONLY EMERSON

MANY

PROACTIVE**

PREVENTIVE*

REACTIVE*

Maximizing the performance and
effciency of your data center s’
precision air conditioning unit
and other critical power systems
requires they be properly maintained by
factory-trained technicians.

Emerson Network Power,

Liebert® Services has the only

service organization in the world

that has been factory trained on

Liebert cooling equipment and is

continuously supported and

updated by the engineers who

built the equipment.

Our Customer Engineers have a better
knowledge of how to maintain Liebert®

equipment and integrate it into the
overall data center infrastructure support
strategy than any service provider.

Emerson Network Power, Liebert Services®

Industry Experience
As long as data centers have existed,
Liebert Services has been supporting®

data center infrastructure and
providing integrated services for
mission-critical environments.

System Wide Expertise
Nobody understands Liebert power®

equipment, precision cooling units and
electrical infrastructure better than the
experts at Liebert Services.®

Technical Expertise
Our knowledge of systems and
how they integrate into your overall
facility makes us uniquely qualifed to
apply the latest technology and best
practices to your power, precision
cooling, and battery systems.

Unparalleled Responsiveness
With Liebert Services, you have 24/7®

access to a network of data center
infrastructure specialists armed with

the knowledge and parts to resolve
your problems. Anytime. Anywhere.

Fast, Efficient Problem Resolution
Only Liebert Services offers the right®

combination of industry, system,
and technical expertise along with
the extensive resources necessary
to identify and understand any
data center need and provide
proactive solutions.

FEW
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The Emerson Difference

Many services organizations can perform basic repair activities and maintain
equipment at the some level of competency, but Emerson Network Power services
can take your critical maintenance to the next level - proactive maintenance that
can significantly extend the life of your thermal management systems.
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Liebert PCW® Technical Specifications

Technical data of the DOWNFLOW unit (PH046 PH201)~

3.The residual pressure out of units is 20Pa.

2.For net capacities, deduct fan input power. Refer to the Liebert PCW Chilled Water Rating Program for specific input conditions, airflow, and configuration.®

4.The standard heater type is PTC.

5.Based on ASHRAE52.1-1992, manual weight record method, the average filtering efficiency is above 90%; filter efficiency grade G4 (EN779).

6.The largest full-load current value is not the sum of the rated full load current of all components, but the sum of the largest rated full load current of the relevant operational

components under ther maximum power load operation.

Notes: 1.The standard model is two-way valve, with three-way valve optional. Compression strength of the valve is 4000kPa.

Infrared humidifier pipe (mm)

Condensate drainage pipe (mm)

Chilled water in and out (mm)

Standard air volume (m /h)3

Cooling capacity
(24 C DB  50%RH)

Sensible cooling capacity
(24 C DB  50%RH)

Fan number

50.7

42.9

Cooling capacity
(24 C DB  45%RH)

Sensible cooling capacity
(24 C DB  45%RH)

47.4

44.9

12000

1

Model1

Power (kW)

PH046D PH066D PH081D PH091D

Humidifying amount 5

6

2Quantity

Net weight (kg)

FLA (A)6

Main MCB (A)

Unit dimension (W D H) (mm)* *

42

25

6.4

Inlet water flow (l/s)
(24 C DB  50%RH)

Pressure drop (kPa)
(24 C DB  50%RH)

2.4

88.3

Inlet water flow (l/s)
(24 C DB  45%RH)

2.3

77.7
Pressure drop (kPa)
(24 C DB  45%RH)

276

13.4

100

PH111D PH136D PH161D PH201D

95

81.9

85.3

85.3

24000

2

10

9

54

25

6.4

4.5

113

4.1

92

410

22.3

100

100.7

86.8

90.5

90.5

25000

2

10

9

54

25

6.4

4.8

61.5

4.3

50.2

420

22.3

100

140.3

109.6

128.6

112.7

25000

2

10

9

54

25

6.4

6.7

130.1

6.1

110.6

460

22.3

100

143.8

123.4

128

128

36000

3

10

12

67

25

6.4

6.9

106.9

6.1

85.6

515

31.1

100

191.3

152.7

176.5

157.8

36000

3

10

12

67

25

6.4

9.1

92.9

8.4

80

575

31.1

100

229.5

175.4

209

179.3

38000

3

10

12

67

25

6.4

10.9

118.4

10

99.4

660

31.1

100

267.2

203.6

247.3

209.8

44000

4

10

12

67

25

6.4

12.7

168.9

11.8

146.1

720

35.4

100

Humidifying water pan Stainless steel

4 6 6 6 6 8 8

Electric heater
4

Filter5

Infrared humidifier

Interface dimensions (outlet diameter)

Weight

Electrical

Chilled water supply requirement

Dimension

1200*890

*2570
1750*890

*2570
2050*890

*2570
2550*890

*2570
2550*890

*2570
2950*890

*2570
3350*890

*2570
2050*890

*2570

Gross Cooling capacity and Sensible cooling capacity (kW) based on Chilled Water Temperature 7 C / 12 C2

Fan power (kW) 1.5 3.5 3.4 3.8 5.2 6.0 6.2 6.9

Fan
3
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Liebert PCW® Technical Specifications

Technical data of the UPFLOW unit (PH046 PH091)~

Infrared humidifier pipe (mm)

Condensate drainage pipe (mm)

Chilled water in and out (mm)

Interface dimensions (outlet diameter)

Standard air volume (m /h)3

Cooling capacity
(24 C DB  50%RH)

Sensible cooling capacity
(24 C DB  50%RH)

Fan number

100.79550.7 140.3

42.9 81.9 86.8 109.6

Cooling capacity
(24 C DB  45%RH)

Sensible cooling capacity
(24 C DB  45%RH)

90.585.347.4 128.6

85.344.9 112.790.5

12000 250002500024000

1 222

Model1

Power (kW)

Electric heater
4

Filter5

PH046U PH066U PH081U PH091U

Humidifying amount

Infrared humidifier

5 10 10 10

6 999

Humidifying water pan Stainless steel

2 4 6 6Quantity

Net weight (kg)

FLA (A)6

Main MCB (A)

Unit dimension (W D H) (mm)* *

Weight

Electrical

42

25

6.4

54

25

6.4

54

25

6.4

54

25

6.4

Inlet water flow (l/s)
(24 C DB  50%RH)

Pressure drop (kPa)
(24 C DB  50%RH)

4.84.52.4 6.7

88.3 113 61.5 130.1

Inlet water flow (l/s)
(24 C DB  45%RH)

4.34.12.3 6.1

9277.7 110.650.2

Chilled water supply requirement

Pressure drop (kPa)
(24 C DB  45%RH)

Dimension

276 410 420 515

13.4 22.3 22.3 22.3

100 100 100 100

1200*890

*2570
1750*890

*2570

2050*890

*2570

2050*890

*2570

Gross Cooling capacity and Sensible cooling capacity (kW) based on Chilled Water Temperature 7 C / 12 C2

Fan power (kW) 2.0 5.24.85.0

Weight

Electrical

Fan
3

3.The residual pressure out of units is 50Pa.

2.For net capacities, deduct fan input power. Refer to the Liebert PCW Chilled Water Rating Program for specific input conditions, airflow, and configuration.®

4.The standard heater type is PTC.

5.Based on ASHRAE52.1-1992, manual weight record method, the average filtering efficiency is above 90%; filter efficiency grade G4 (EN779).

6.The largest full-load current value is not the sum of the rated full load current of all components, but the sum of the largest rated full load current of the relevant operational

components under ther maximum power load operation.

Notes: 1.The standard model is two-way valve, with three-way valve optional. Compression strength of the valve is 4000kPa.



EMERSON. CONSIDER IT SOLVED.


